
Cancer ~ Moon ~ 4th House 

We are made wise 
not by the recollection of our past, 

but by the responsibility for our future. 
~ George Bernard Shaw ~ 

Cancer Represents:  
   
•Understanding, Dealing With and 
     Expressing Emotions 
•Moods  
•Sensitivity (our own and to others)  
•Needs  
•Inner Focus  
•Nurturing  
•Empathy  
•Mother/Maternal Figure  
•Tough Exterior/Soft Interior  
•Feminine Energy  
•Intimacy  
•Early Childhood 
•Environment  
•Home  
•Family  
•Feelings of Belonging  
•Property  
•Security/Safety  
•Protection  
•Physical/Mental/Spiritual/ and 
     Emotional Digestion  
•Gut Instincts  
•Growing  
•Fertility  
•Tenacity  
•What Nourishes Us  
•Sacred Space 
   

Body:     
   
•Stomach  
•Food/ Diet  
•Intestines / Digestion  
•Breasts / Hormones  
•Pancreas  
•Tumors  
•Gas  
•Ulcer  

Cancer Challenges:  
        
•Ulcer represents fear, a strong belief in not being good enough & things ‘gnawing’ 
     from the inside-out 
•Gas represents uncertainty or sometimes a feeling of doom  
•Indigestion represents gut-level fear, dread, anxiety; griping & grunting  
•Heartburn represents fear  
•Overcompensating for your insecurities can result in retained water  
•Restricting/ not nurturing Self can result in retaining water and/or a strong desire 
     for dairy  
•Resisting the lesson of understanding, dealing with & expressing your emotions 
      can result in an ulcer, gas, indigestion or heartburn  
     

Cancer Highlights: 
      
•Focus on what nourishes you ~ what feeds your mind, body and spirit 
•Mimic the digestive system by processing what comes in,  assimilating & releasing: 
     use the nutrient and release the debris 
•Release the past 
•Be aware of reflections; every person/circumstance is a  
     reflection of you and your beliefs 
•Balance home/family with work/career 
•Work on your Sacred Space to ensure that it’s comfortable, 
     secure, restorative and fulfilling 
•Focus on making your personal space SACRED!  
•Clean out the clutter of the past; release the need to hold 
     on to things "just-in-case"; release pack-rat tendencies 
•Put pictures in photo albums; create an altar; add candles 
    and/or crystals to your space to help balance the energies 
•Exercise your inner-authority (Capricorn); manage your 
     moods (Cancer) better 
•Honor your moods by expressing them creatively  
     (write/dance/paint etc.) 
•Avoid absorbing the negative energy of others'  
•Be more fluid and flexible 
•Laugh as much as possible 



     Cancer is the time to focus on what nourishes you - what feeds your mind, body and spirit. Be mindful 
of the energy around you which makes your feel heavy versus uplifted. Are you engaging in activities 
which make you feel supported, perfect, whole and complete? or activities which weigh you down & trigger 
old memories or reactions? What feeds you right now today? A lot of times we hold on to the past out of 
habit and it really does not serve the person you've become. Are you constantly taking care of others,      
and neglecting your Self?  
      It is time to focus on the balance between home and work and recognize that the only way you can do 
your work in the world is if where you lay your head is supportive, restorative and fulfilling. Focus on 
making your personal space SACRED! Clean out the clutter of the past; stop holding on to things "just in 
case"; release any pack-rat tendencies; put those pictures in a photo album; create an altar; add candles 
and/or crystals to your space to help balance the energies. Look at your space, what holds meaning to you 
personally? Make sure it reflects who you are today - not who you were 1-2-5-10+ years ago. 
      Cancer tends to absorb the energies around them like a sponge. Practice being a thermostat rather than 
a thermometer. A thermometer takes the temperature, a thermostat changes the temperature. When you 
encounter negative energy, rather than allow it to alter your mood, use your positive energy to shift the 
mood - that is being the thermostat. It is more effective to detach and recognize the negative energy you 
are experiencing, take it in, and recycle it in to positive, useful energy & release it back in to the Universe.  


